Abstract. Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) is a reliable metric for measuring the quality of the classification performance on imbalanced data. The existing pairwise learn to rank linear algorithms can optimize the AUC metric efficiently, but lack modeling the nonlinearity underlying the data. The large scale and nonlinear distribution of many real world data render the kernelized variants of these linear classifiers impractical. In this paper, we propose a linear K-hyperplane classifier for AUC maximization. The proposed method employs a set of linear pairwise classifiers in order to approximate the nonlinear decision boundary. More specifically, we define a set of landmark points using unsupervised algorithm, and associate each landmark with a linear pairwise classifier. These linear classifiers are learned jointly on pairs of instances where each instance in the pair is weighted based on its distance from the corresponding landmark point. We use a local coding algorithm to estimate the weights of the instances. Experiments on several benchmark datasets demonstrate that our classifier is efficient and able to achieve roughly comparable AUC classification performance as compared to kernalized pairwise classifier. The proposed classifier also outperforms the linear RankSVM classifiers in terms of AUC performance.
Introduction
Area Under the ROC Curve [9] is a reliable metric for measuring the quality of the classification performance on imbalanced data [5] . The learning algorithms that optimize the AUC metric, a.k.a. bipartite ranking, have a broad range of applications in machine learning and data mining such as recommender systems, information retrieval, online advertisements and bioinformatics [19, 4, 22] . The optimization of the AUC aims to learning a score function that scores a random positive instance higher than any negative instance. Therefore, the objective function maximizing the AUC metric optimizes a sum of pairwise losses. The pairwise objective function can be solved by learning a binary classifier on pairs of positive and negative instances that constitute the difference space. Intuitively, the complexity of such algorithms increases linearly with respect to the number of pairs [3] . Many studies have devoted to develop pairwise ranking classifiers that can optimize the AUC metric [10, 12, 23, 1, 18, 16] . Recent methods [31, 15, 7, 11, 14, 29] propose linear and nonlinear online learning to address the complexity of learning the AUC objective function. Despite these methods have shown superior efficiency, their AUC performances are inferior to batch AUC algorithms. The optimization of the AUC metric by linear classifiers [23, 18] such as linear support vector machines has demonstrated to be practical as linear classifiers can efficiently scale up to large datasets. Unfortunately, the capability of linear classifiers lacks modeling complex decision boundary. This problem can be addressed by learning a classifier on the data mapped implicitly into a high dimensional space using kernel trick [25] . However, the kernelized support vector machines have a complexity that grows quadratically in the number of instances. The kernel RankSVM [16] is developed to reduce the complexity of learning nonlinear rank SVM. However, this method is still very expensive to train compared to linear RankSVM. In SVM literatures, several methods are developed to scale up kernel classifiers by approximating the function or the matrix of the nonlinear kernel. One approach approximates the nonlinear kernel using explicit feature maps (e.g., Random Fourier Features and Nyström approximation) [28, 21, 26] , then learning a linear classifier on this feature space. However, the algorithms in this approach approximate the nonlinear kernel with no knowledge about the task at hand as they ignore the class labels of the data in the approximation steps. Also, these methods can achieve a reasonable accuracy only when generating a high dimensional space, which in turns increasing the computational and the storage costs. A recent approach [6] integrates the classification task with learning the nonlinear maps, which results in a low nonlinear feature space. However, this method is restricted to shift-invariant kernels.
Another approaches tackle the nonlinearity by learning a set of classifiers that exploit the underlying structure of the data [17, 8, 13] , but non of these methods have used to maximize the AUC metric. For imbalanced learning, the work [20] deals with nonlinearity by learning K-hyperplane classifier. However, this method is not explicitly optimizing the AUC metric.
In this paper, we propose a method that learns a set of linear hyperplanes that maximize the AUC metric. In particular, we employ multiple linear pairwise classifiers in order to approximate a smooth nonlinear decision boundary. First, we identify K landmark points on the input space using an unsupervised algorithm. Each landmark point is associated with a linear classifier. We then jointly train a linear classifier for each landmark point on the pairs, where each data point in the pair is weighted based on its distance from the corresponding landmark point. This distance coefficient is computed using a fast coding algorithm proposed in [27] . This learning scheme is influenced by the locally linear SVM (LL-SVM) [17] . However, our proposed algorithm tackles the problem of maximizing the AUC metric whereas the LL-SVM optimizes the error rate.
AUC Maximization with K-hyperplane

Problem Definition
Given a sample S = {x
. . , n}, j = {1, . . . , m}} denotes the input space of dimension d generated from unknown distribution D, where x + i is the i-th positive instance and x − j is the j-th negative instance. The n and m denote the number of positive and negative instances, respectively. The maximization of the AUC metric is equivalent to the minimization of the following loss function:
For a linear classifier f (x) = w T x, where I(·) is the indicator function that outputs 1 if the condition is held, and 0 otherwise. It is common to replace the indicator function with a convex surrogate function,
when p = 1 the loss function (z) = max(0, 1 − z) is the hinge loss function, and with p = 2 the loss function (z) = max(0, 1 − z)
2 is the squared hinge loss function. Therefore, the optimal linear pairwise classifier w can be obtained by minimizing the following objective function:
where ||w|| is the euclidean norm and C is the regularization hyperparameter. Notice that the weight vector w is trained on the pairs of instances x + − x − that form the difference space. This linear pairwise classifier is efficient in dealing with large scale applications, but its modeling capability is limited to linear decision boundary.
Linear Coding
Given a set of
d×|K| generated from the input space using an unsupervised algorithm, the coding methods approximate an instance as a linear combination of landmarks,
the coefficients v i are the code for x i , where v ij estimates the proximity of the i-th instance to the j-th landmark point l j . We use the Locality-constrained Linear Coding (LLC) to evaluate the codes V . The LLC coding algorithm assesses the coefficients V ∈ R (m+n)×|K| by solving a least square fitting with equality constraints [27] ,
where symbolizes the element-wise multiplication,
T . The dist(x, l j ) is the euclidean distance between the data point x and the j-th landmark point. Notice that the L2-norm regularization in 5 yields a small but not sparse coefficients. This is required in our method as both instances forming a pair must belong to the same landmarks.
The linear coding has it is advantage in approximating a smooth nonlinear function. As demonstrated in [30] , a linear combination of function values f (l) defined over a set of landmarks (or anchor points) can approximate any Lipschitz smooth function f (x) as,
The Proposed Model
We exploit the concept of linear coding with pairwise loss function to approximate the nonlinearity underlying the difference space. Therefore, our method addresses the nonlinearity using a set of linear classifiers trained on the pairs of weighted instances. We use the linear coding scheme to estimate the weights of each instance with respect to the landmarks. First we define K landmark points from the input space using k-means unsupervised algorithm, and designate a linear classifier for each landmark point. Then we estimate the coefficients of each instance with respect to K landmarks using the LLC coding algorithm. Notice that the LLC generates dense coefficients. The set of linear classifiers will then be trained on the wighted pairs.
The objective function we seek to minimize with respect to the linear pairwise K-hyperplane classifier is formulated as follows,
where v ir is the coefficient of the instance x i with respect to the landmark point l r . The score function for a new instance x is defined as follows,
where the coefficient vector v is estimated using the coding algorithm with respect to the landmarks generated from the training data.
We can observe that the input space can be transformed into a finite high dimensional space of size d × |K|. Therefore, we can make the optimization problem more applicable to the off-the-shelf linear RankSVM tools by redefining each instance and the weight vector as,
Therefore, the optimization problem 7 can be reformulated as follows,
The optimization problem 11 with hinge loss can be solved using Pegasus [24] and SVMSGD2 [2] , with complexity independent of the number of pairs. The linear rankSVM methods [3, 18] can be used to solve the squared hinge loss, with complexity O((n + m)dK + P) or even better with LAUCT [18] , where P is the number of pairs, which at most equals O(|S| 2 ). The complexity of generating the landmark points using k-means is also linear to the number of landmarks, and estimating the coefficients for each instance requires O(|K| + |K|) time complexity. Therefore, the proposed method is feasible to scale to large datasets.
Experiments
In this section, we conduct experiments on six benchmark datasets in order to evaluate the proposed method and compare its AUC performance and training time with other linear and nonlinear pairwise classifiers. We solved the proposed objective function 11 using Linear RankSVM-Tron (RSVMT) [18] and Primal RankSVM (PRSVM) [3] where both solvers optimize the L2-loss function.
Real World Datasets
The datasets we use in our experiments can be downloaded from LibSVM website 1 and UCI 2 . All these datasets are provided as training and test sets except magic04, skin, and covtype. For those data that are not split, we randomly divide each dataset into 80%-20% for training and test. The multi-class datasets usps, mnist, and covtype are converted into binary imbalanced data. We transform each digits dataset into binary imbalanced data by giving a class label to the digits from one to six while the rest of digits are given the another class. For covtype, we transform the classification task to distinguish between label one and label seven. In order to speed up the training step for large training datasets, we randomly select 25k instances for training. Tables 1 shows the characteristics of the datasets along with their imbalance ratio. The features of these datasets are standardized to have zero mean and unit variance. 
Compared Methods and Model Selection
RBF-RankSVM [16] : This is the nonlinear kernel ranking SVM. We use Gaussian Kernel K(x, y) = exp(−γ||x−y|| 2 ). The best width of the kernel γ is chosen by 3-fold cross validation on the training set by searching in {10 −2:2 }. The regularization parameter C is also tuned by 3-fold cross validation by searching in the grid {10 −4:2 }. Linear RankSVM-Tron (RSVMT) [18] : The linear RankSVM that optimize the squared hinge loss function using a trust region Newton method with selection trees that aims to reduce the training complexity. The best regularization parameter C is chosen from the grid {10 −8:2 } via 3-fold cross validation. Primal RankSVM (PRSVM) [3] : The linear RankSVM that optimize the squared hinge loss function using truncated Newton. The regularization parameter C is tuned in similar way as in RSVMT. Linear K-hyperplane AUC Maximization: This is our proposed method that learns multiple pairwise classifiers. We refer to this proposed method as LAUCT when it is solved by Linear RankSVM-Tron and LAUC when it is solved by the Primal RankSVM. For each dataset we generate six landmarks points using k-means algorithm. The coefficients of the instances with respect to the landmarks are obtained using the linear coding algorithm [27] . The regularization parameter C is tuned by 3-fold cross validation by searching in the same grid used with RSVMT.
As the proposed method involves a random step to generate the landmarks, we report the mean of the AUC and the training time of three runs.
Results on Benchmark Datasets
The AUC performance on the test set is shown in Table 2, while Table 3 shows the training time of all methods.
The proposed LAUCT and LAUC are assessed with six pairwise hyperplanes (i.e., six landmarks are generated). The LAUCT and LAUC show a similar AUC performance on most datasets. We observed that both LAUCT and LAUC outperform the RSVMT and the PRSVM, which learn a single pairwise classifier, in terms of AUC performance, while both LAUCT and LAUC show a trivial increase in the training time. This because the LAUCT and LAUC are able to generalize better by modeling the nonlinearity. This renders our method to be very appealing for large-scale data. We should mention that the LAUCT is implemented in C language while the LAUC is implemented in Matlab.
Moreover, the AUC performance of LAUCT and LAUC show a moderate loss on some datasets compared to RBF-RankSVM. However, both LAUCT and LAUC demonstrate a significant advantage over RBF-RankSVM in terms of training time. Consequently, the LAUCT and LAUC will be able to surpass RBF-RankSVM in terms of testing time as well.
The AUC performances of the RSVMT and PRSVM are comparable on almost all datasets. The difference in their training times is because the PRSVM is written in matlab while the RSVMT is implemented in the C language. Also, we can see that the RSVMT and PRSVM achieve a low AUC compared to the RBF-RankSVM. This because they lack modeling the nonlinearity underlying the data. However, they demonstrate a low computational complexity compared to the RBF-RankSVM.
We also study the effect of the number of hyperplanes on the classification performance of the proposed LAUCT and LAUC algorithms. We repeat the experiments in the previous subsection with different number of hyperplanes based on the grid {2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14}. Figure 1 illustrates the AUC on the test set as a function of different number of hyperplanes, while Figure 2 depicts the training time including the computation of the landmarks. We can see that the classification performance is improved with respect to increasing the number of hyperplanes. Further, we can observe that the classification performance is not widely fluctuating when varying the number of hyperplanes. This indicates that performing a cross validation to select the best number of hyperplanes will be reliable. We can also notice a slight loss in the classification performance on ijcnn1 dataset when increasing the number of hyperplanes. This because large number of classifiers could potentially overfit the training data. In terms of training time, both LAUCT and LAUC shows a negligible increase in the training complexity compared to their counterparts that train a single classifier. On usps and covtype, the training complexity of the LAUC is lower than or on the par with PRSVM. This might be attributed to the fast convergence of LAUC. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a linear pairwise K-hyperplane classifier that maximize the AUC metric. The proposed method defines a set of landmarks using unsupervised algorithm and associates each landmark with a linear pairwise classifier. These linear classifiers are intended to approximate nonlinearity by learning on instances weighted based on their distances from the corresponding landmarks. The wights of instances is computed using a fast coding algorithm. We show that our method can be readily integrated with off-the shelf linear RankSVM tools. The experimental results show that our method achieves an AUC performance close to the nonlinear kernel RankSVM, while being more efficient. Also, we experimentally demonstrate that our method significantly improve upon linear pairwise classifier in terms of AUC performance with insignificant increase in training time. As a future work, we will investigate the integration of linear coding with online AUC optimization methods in order to improve their classification performance. 
